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SUBJECT: (HISTORY) MEXICO

All of the Prophets of the Bible such as Isiah, Ezekiel, Moses, Hammurabia or Mohammed and Jesus all were born in the ancient land of Yucatan Mixiku (Mexico). The Moabite nation handed down this science of Cosmos to its highest priest Muur Lu Ah Kin El the ruler of Yucatan Mixiku 49,000 A.M. known today as Mexico. Muur Lu Ah Kin El is the cultured Moabite highest priest who establish the cultured Moorish nation in honor of his first name known today as Moor with their holy names Bey and Els.

The ancient Moabite nation culture now lies at the bottom of the Carribean Sea, but the great pyramids of Yucatan Mixiku still stand in the center of -leo- the home of the sun. Yucatan lies on the trophic of Cancer -♀-. Mexico City lies on the equator. Mexico City is the ancient city of David. There are twelve (12) electrical lights hanging above the city (Mexico City) which represents the twelve (12) signs of the zodiac. The pyramids of Mexico is over 24,000 years old.

"THE ROSETTA STONE"

The Rosetta stone is called the "black dragon".

The Italians called it the black hand.

Mohammed called it the black stone.

King Ahad ruled at the time the Rosetta stones knowledge was stolen. The Rosetts stone is known as the "jewel of creation" (the Moabit nation) all of which came from Muur Lu Ah Kin El. The Rosetta stone consist of twelve (12) angles which represent the twelve (12) sign of the zodiac.